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ABS TRACT 
This manual describes the use of the computer program BUCLASPZ. The 
program is intended for linear instability analyses of structures 
such as unidirectionally stiffened panels. Any structure t h a t  has 
a constant cross section i n  one direction, t h a t  may be idealized as 
an  assemblaqe of beam elements and laminated f l a t  and curved plate 
strip elements can be analyzed. The loadings considered are 
combinations of axial compressive loads and in-plane transverse 
loads. The two parallel ends of the panel must be simply supported 
and arbitrary elastic boundary conditions may be imposed along any 
one o r  both external longitudinal side. 
This manual consists o f  instructions for  use of the program w i t h  
sample problems, including input and o u t p u t  information. The 
theoretical basis of BUCLASPZ and correlations of calculated results 
w i t h  known solutions, are presented in Reference 1. 
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V i  
OF BUCLASP2  
The computer program BUCLASP2 i s  designed t o  perform instability analyses for 
structures such as unidirectionally-stiffened, rectangular composite panels, 
The structure is idealized as an assemblage of beam elements laminated 
curved plate strip elements and laminated f l a t  plate s t r ip  elements. Each 
element extends the full length of the structure. The element edges which 
are normal t o  the longitudinal axis of the panel are assumed t o  be simply 
supported and any external edge parallel t o  the l o n g i t u d i n a l  axis may be 
arbitrarily constrained by specifying the appropriate spring constants .  
Plate offsets can be employed when needed t o  correctly idealize a structure. 
The analysis i s  based on linear, elastic theory with prebuckling stresses 
and deformations ignored. 
BUCLASP2.  The loadings considered are special combinations of constant in- 
plane axial and transverse loads and strains. 
Stress analyses cannot be performed by us ing  
The individual load dependent elemental stiffnesses are solved exactly 
and then appropriately merged t o  form the to t a l  stiffness matrix of the 
structure, 
conditions are automatically satisfied. 
the load dependent t o t a l  stiffness matrix t o  zero, a nonlinear eigenvalue 
problem is  created. 
the loads, is then used t o  extract the minimum eigenvalue. 
keep the number of guesses t o  a minimum, the method described in Reference 
1 i s  used. 
Inter-element equilibrium and displacement compatibility 
By setting the determinant of 
An iterative scheme, based on successive guesses of 
In order t o  
The critical loads are solved for each specified ax ia l  wave number, m, and 
mode shape calculations are made only for the m value t h a t  corresponds 
t o  the lowest critical load. 
the structure should be analyzed for different m values and a search 
made t o  find the lowest critical load o f  the structure. 
I n  order t o  get the lowest buckling load, 
1.1 
Z O O  BASIC TNFOR 
This section presents the basic information required by BUCLASP2 users 
fo r  performing buckling analyses. 
of an a rb i t ra ry  structure.  The circled numbers are element numbers. 
Extremities of each plate  element and the shear centers o f  each beam 
element are  indicated by dots. The dashed l ine i s  drawn through the 
mid-planes o f  each plate element. 
Figure 2.1 shows the cross section 
2.1 
Figure 2.1 Idealization of an Arbitmy Structure 
2 . 2  
2,l Geometry 
2.1 . 1 Coordi na te  Sys tems 
A1 1 s t r u c t u r a l  geometries a re  de f ined re1  a t i v e  a g l  obal ( o v e r a l l  ) 
right-handed rec tangu lar  Cartesian coord inate system. The axes 
of t h i s  t r i a d  are denoted by XG, YG, and ZG i n  F igure  2.1. The 
l o n g i t u d i n a l  ax is  o f  t he  s t r u c t u r e  i s  i n  the same d i r e c t i o n  as X G .  
Local element coord inate systems w i l l  be discussed i n d i v i d u a l l y  
f o r  each element i n  Sect ion 2.2. 
2.1.2 Nodes 
The dots  shown i n  the  F igure  2.1 w i l l  be r e f e r r e d  t o  as nodes. They 
are a c t u a l l y  l i n e s  t h a t  are p a r a l l e l  t o  X,. A node i s  i d e n t i f i e d  by 
i t s  coord inates i n  the  g loba l  system and by i t s  user-assigned node 
number, Th is  node number i s  on l y  f o r  t h e  user 's  convenience s ince 
the  program autornatical l y  numbers the  nodes sequen t ia l l y  according 
t o  the i n p u t  order. The f i r s t  i n p u t  node w i l l  be i n t e r n a l  node 
number 1, the  second i n p u t  node, 2, e tc .  Generally, t he  user  node 
numbers w i l l  no t  be t h e  same as t h e  i n t e r n a l  node number. No 
reo rde r ing  o f  nodes i s  done i n t e r n a l l y .  
2.3 
2,2 Elements 
There are three basic types of elements: 
plate,  and (3)  beam elements. 
of the structure. A plate element i s  defined by a pair  o f  node 
numbers t h a t  corresponds t o  the sides of the element. 
the plate element i s  defined by nodes A and B. A beam element i s  
defined by a node tha t  corresponds t o  the beam shear center. 
2.1 the following observations can be made: 
(a) 0 9 @ I @ @ 
(b) @ 
(c )  @ and @I are beam elements. 
(1) f l a t  plate, (2)  curved 
A17 elements extend the full length 
In Figure 2.2 
I n  Figure 
@ and 0 are f l a t  plate elements. 
@ and @ are curved plate elements. 
2.2,1 P la te  Elements 
There are  two types o f  p l a t e  elements, f l a t  and curved. 
d iscuss ion appl ies t o  both types except when re fe rence i s  made t o  a 
p a r t i c u l a r  type o f  p l a t e  element: 
The f o l l o w i n g  
Local Coordinate System 
The l o c a l  coord inate system o f  a p l a t e  element i s  de f ined by t h e  
order ing  of the  node numbers t h a t  i d e n t i f y  t h e  element. 
y ax is  o f  t h e  p l a t e  element i s  i n  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  from the  f i r s t  node 
o f  t he  element t o  i t s  second node. 
element i s  de f ined from node A t o  node B, and the  r e s u l t i n g  d i r e c t i o n  
o f  t he  l o c a l  y ax is  of the  element i s  as shown. 
the  curved p l a t e  element i s  along the  a rc  from A t o  €3. The l o c a l  x 
ax is  i s  p a r a l l e l  t o  and i n  the same d i r e c t i o n  as XG. 
ax is  i s  determined by the  r ight -hand ru le .  The o r i g i n  o f  t h e  l o c a l  
ax is  i s  on the  mid-surface o f  the  element and midway between i t s  
nodes. 
The l o c a l  
For example i n  F igure 2.2 the  
The l o c a l  y a x i s  of 
The l o c a l  z 
Proper t ies  
I n  i t s  most general form, the  p l a t e  element can be mul t i - layered ,  each 
l a y e r  be ing  o r t h o t r o p i c  w i t h  respect  t o  the  l o c a l  p l a t e  axes. 
s imp les t  form, the  element degenerates t o  a s i n g l e  i s o t r o p i c  layer .  
The th ickness o f  each l a y e r  i s  assumed t o  be constant. 
spec i f y  t h e  thickness and ma te r ia l  p roper ty  o f  each layer .  
I n  i t s  
The user  must 
The f i r s t  lamina o f  a laminated p l a t e  element i s  de f ined as t h e  
ex te rna l  l a y e r  i n  the  negat ive z d i r e c t i o n .  The l a s t  lamina i s  
the extreme l a y e r  in t he  p o s i t i v e  z d i r e c t i o n  (see F igure 2.2). 
i s  impor tan t  t h a t  t h e  l aye rs  are i n p u t  i n  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  order. 




Figure 2.2 Laminated Plate Element 
2.6 
Radius o f  Curvature of Curved Plate 
The curved plate element i s  actually a s t r i p  o f  a c i rcu lar  
cylindrical shel l .  Therefore, only one radius of curvature, 
R, need be defined fo r  t h i s  element. The sign convention fo r  
R i s  defined in the following manner: R i s  positive i f  the 
vector from the element t o  the center of curvature i s  in the 
same direction as the local z axis of the element. 
o f  R i s  measured from the mid-surface of the element t o  the center 
o f  curvature, 
@ i s  negative, whereas i t  i s  positive for element 0. 
The magnitude 
I n  Figure 2 .3  the sign o f  R f o r  elements @ and 
2 .7  
Figure 2.3 Curved Plate Elements 
2.8 
2.2,2 Beam Elements 
There are  two basic types o f  beam elements tha t  are available in 
BUCLASPZ. They are the laminated beam elements, c i rcu lar  and 
rectangular i n  cross section, and the general beam element. The 
local x axes of a l l  beam elements are  directed i n  the same direction 
as the global X axis and para1 le1 t o  t. G 
Laminated Beams 
Rectangular: 
The rectangular laminated beam i s  shown in Figure 2.4(a). 
d e p t h  o f  each layer i s  b, 
i s  taken a t  the shear center, 0 ,  o f  the beam. The local y axis 
o f  this element could e i the r  be i n  the direction as shown i n  Figure 
2.4(a) o r  i n  the opposite direction. 
by u s i n g  the right-hand rule. 
The 
The origin of the local axis system 
The local z axis i s  determined 
The laminae are ordered sequentially i n  the direction o f  the local 
y axis as indicated by Figure Z04(a). Thus, i f  the local y axis 
were i n  the opposite direction, the ordering o f  the layers would 
be reversed. 
C i  rcul ar: 
The beam is laminated i n  the manner shown in Figure 2.4(b) .  The 
f i r s t  layer i s  the innermost layer and the order ing  o f  the ' layers 
extends outward. The local y axis o f  this element can be i n  any 
direction in the plane o f  the beam cross section. 
i s  again determined by the right-hand rule. 




C - Neutral Axis 
0 - Shear Center 
(a) Laminated Rectangular Beam (b) Laminated Circular Beam 
Figure 2.4 Laminated Beam Elements 
2.10 
General Beam Element: 
The l o c a l  y ax i s  o f  t he  element can be i n  any d i r e c t i o n  i n  t h e  
plane o f  t he  beam cross section. The l o c a l  z a x i s  i s  defined by 
the r ight -hand ru le .  
constants and warping constants a re  i n p u t  w i t h  respect  t o  t h e  
l o c a l  coord inate system. The o r i e n t a t i o n  o f  a beam element i s  
de f ined r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  g loba l  coord inate system by spec i f y ing  the 
angle between the g loba l  and l o c a l  axes. 
Proper t ies  such as i n e r t i a s ,  areas, t o r s i o n  
2.11 
2.3 Plate Offsets 
The element stiffnesses are originally defined a t  the element "local 
nodes". A plate element has two "local nodes" defined as the longi- 
tudinal edges lying in the mid-surface and the "local node" for a beam 
element i s  defined by i t s  shear center. When two or more elements are 
joined together, the appropriate element stiffnesses can be merged a t  
the juncture i f  the "local nodes" of all  elements are coincident a t  the 
juncture. If the "local nodes" a t  this juncture are not  coincident, i t  
is necessarj t o  define a comnon node where a l l  the element stiffnesses 
can be merged properly. 
input node. 
element stiffness a t  some node other t h a n  the plate "local node", thereby, 
giving him a tool t o  meet the above requirements. This non-"local node" 
i s  referred t o  as an "offset node". 
user-def i ned nodes 
By necessity this comnon node must be a user 
By using plate offsets, the user effectively defines the 
I t  must, however, be one of the 
A plate w i t h  offsets can be interpreted as  a pseudo plate element with a 
"link" connecting me of the plate "local nodes" t o  an "offset node". 
T h i s  l i n k  allows the element stiffness a t  a "local node" t o  be transferred 
t o  an "offset node". 
There i s  no offset capability for  the beam element i n  this program. This, 
however, is not  detrimental since i n  a l l  cases plate offsets can be used 
t o  ideal i ze non-coi nci dent junctures . 
A situation where p l a t &  offsets can be used i s  when the mid-surfaces of 
plates do not intersect a t  the juncture. Offsets can also be used when 
the shear center o f  a beam does not coincide with the mid-surface of an 
adjoining plate. 
The plate o f f se t  i s  a vector which i s  specified by two components, yo 
and zo from the edge of the plate element (see Figure 2.5.1 and 2.5.2). 
The yo and zo vector components a re  measured re la t ive  to  the local 
y and z axis respectively. They are positive when the i r  directions 
coincide w i t h  the positive directions of the local axes. 
measured from the negative-z plate surface (exterior surface in the 
negative-z direct ion)  and yo i s  measured from the plate  "local node". 
I t  must be emphasized tha t  is  n o t  measured from the "local node". 
z0 i s  
zo 
Figure 2.5.1 i l l u s t r a t e s  the cross section of a panel i n  which two 
plate elements intersect  a beam element. The input nodes coincide w i t h  
the plate "local nodes" b u t  they are not coincident w i t h  the beam shear 
center. Since these nodes are not coincident a t  the juncture and a 
beam of fse t  capabili ty i s  not available,  offsets  for  plate  elements @ 
and @ must be specified. 
be merged a t  3 ,  the beam node, 
Consequently, the element s t i f fnesses  will 
Figure 2.5.2 i l l u s t r a t e s  two examples where plate elements of unequal 
thicknesses meet. I n  the t o p  figure, the mid-surfaces of plate 
elements 0 and @ with equal thicknesses passes through the i n p u t  
nodes. 
thickness. 
t o  i t s  "local nodes", o f fse t s  must be defined to t ransfer  this s t i f fnes s  
to  nodes 2 and 3 to  ensure the desired s t ructural  integri ty .  If  o f fse t s  
were not specified for  this example, the t rue configuration of this 
s t ructure  would n o t  be retained i n  the analysis. That i s ,  element @ 
would be s i tuated such tha t  i t s  mid-surface coincides w i t h  the mid- 
Element @ , however, i s  a two-layered p la te  w i t h  a d i f fe ren t  
Since the s t i f fnes s  fo r  element @ i s  formulated re la t ive  
surfaces of 0 and @. 
I t  should be noted tha t  zo is n o t  the o f f se t  distance from a p la te  
"local node" t o  the "of fse t  node". T h i s  o f fse t  component, however, is 
used by the program t o  formulate the actual offset-transfer of the 
2.13 
stiffness. For example, the stiffness a t  the mid-surface o f  in 
Figure 2.5.2,  i s  transferred to nodes 2 and 3 based on the 
offset indicated therein. 
zo 
4 
Yo ive ( fo 
1 5 
zo Positive for Both Elements @and@ 
@ and @ Piate Elements 
@ Beam Element 
Figure 2 5.1 Offsets in Presence of Beams 
Neaative z Surface 
1 Y 
I I 1 L Y  f I 
0, @ and @) Plate Elements 
I 
zo Offsets for Element @ (Positive) 
I 
7 ),, [~egative z Surface L 
1 
w I * + 
*G 
0, @ and @ Plate Elements 
G 
*YG 
Figure 2.5.2 Plate Offsets 
2.15 
2.4 Boundary Conditions 
An external side (parallel  t o  the XG axis) of a plate  element may 
be constrained by specifying the following boundary conditions: 
(4  Simply supported 
w = MZ2 = N Z 2  = u = 0 
( b )  C 1 amped 
w = e  = N~~ = u = o 
The constrained o r  sprung degrees of freedoms are  defined w i t h  
respect t o  the local coordinate system of the plate  element. 
Boundary conditions cannot be applied to  a beam element node 
or an internal node. For a sp rung  node of a plate  element, 
the s p r i n g  s t i f fnesses  for  a l l  four degrees of freedom must be 
specified. To delete or  constrain a freedom, use a large value 
fo r  the corresponding>spring constant, e.g., 1 X 10 100 . 
2.16 
2.5 Element loadings 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n  of the total  buckling load t o  individual elements 
is discussed i n  this section. 
and Nz2 f o r  plate elements and axial load Pb for  beam elements are 
uniform. Shear loads N 1 2  and moments are no t  considered. "Affected" 
elements are herein defined as plate elements subjected t o  transverse 
N z 2  load. The N Z 2  load i s  equal t o  zero for  non-"affected" elements. 
All "affected" plate elements are  subjected t o  the same N22 load. 
In a l l  cases the inplane loads N l l  
Following are the special options tha t  are available in the code. 
In the most general case, a l l  options l i s ted  below can be used t o  
solve buckling problems of biaxially loaded panels. For uniaxial 
buckling analysis, these options can be used by setting t o  zero, 
properly selected i n p u t  parameters. 
(1)  Biaxial loading, constant specified N z 2  load 
T h i s  option is t o  be used for  a panel tha t  i s  loaded by a 
constant side load. The side load N22 i s  applied t o  a l l  
"affected" elements. While preserving s t r a in  compatibility 
i n  the longitudinal direction, the c r i t i ca l  N l l  load is 
solved. 
unixial buckling load o f  the panel will be computed. 
a st iffened panel under biaxial loads, the s t i f fener  
webs and outstanding legs would normally not be subjected to  the 
transverse N z 2  load, while the s k i n  of the panel would be loaded 
i n  the transverse direction. For this panel , the s k i n  elements 
would be "affected" and the s t i f fener  webs and outstanding legs 
would be non-"affected". 
I f  the i n p u t  Nz2 load is  specified as zero, the 
For 
( 2 )  Biaxial loading, constant specified biaxial load r a t io  
The biaxial load r a t io  is defined as the N l l  load of  the - f i r s t  
"affected" plate element d iv ided  by the Nz2 side load. While 
preserving longitudinal s t r a in  compatibility of a l l  elements, 
i nc lud ing  beams, and by keeping the biaxial load r a t io  constant, 
the c r i t i ca l  buck1 i n g  load i s  'calculated. 
2.17 
(3)  B i  axi a1 1 oadi ng , constant speci fied 1 ongi t u d i  nal s t r a in  
(4) 
The specified longitudinal s t r a in  is  the same for  a l l  elements i n  
the panel and will remain constant. N Z 2  c r i t i ca l  load will be 
computed for  this option. Only "affected" plate elements will  be 
subjected t o  the N22 load. 
Biaxial loading, constant specified axial N , l  load 
The panel buckling load will be established for a constant to ta l  
axial load. The  N l l  load for  the - f i r s t  plate element is  specified. 
I n i t i a l l y ,  by assuming longitudinal s t r a in  compatibility a t  zero 
N 2 2  load, the N l l  axial loads i n  a l l  elements are  found. These 
axial loads will remain constant. 
"affected" elements will then be computed. A t  the buckling load, 
longitudinal s t ra in  compatibility will n o t  necessarily be preserved. 
If  N l l  is  specified as zero, the panel buckling load due to  side 
load only will be calculated. 
For the options l i s ted  above, a l l  elements i n  the panel, beams 
and plates will be subjected t o  N l l  loads, the exception be ing  the 
case where the specified N l l  load i n  option (4 )  is  set  equal t o  
zero. Tensile transverse loads and s t ra ins  can also be specified. 
The N 2 2  c r i t i ca l  loads on 
2.18 
2.6 Substructures 
Three types of substructures are considered i n  BUCLASP2/ (1 )  s t a r t ,  
(2) repeat and (3 )  end. The basic reason for  including these types 
of substructures i s  t o  e f f i c i en t ly  analyze panels w i t h  many repeated 
structural  groups along the panel w i d t h .  Examples of these types of 
panels are  shown in Figure 2.6. The merged s t i f fnes s  matrix fo r  this 
type of panel consists of many repet i t ive submatrices because the 
repet i t ive substructures yield identical s t i f fnesses .  BUCLASPZ takes 
advantage of t h i s  repetitiveness by d i v i d i n g  the s t i f fnes s  matrix into 
three d is t inc tb locks ,  one for  each s t a r t ,  repeat and end substructure, 
and uses only one repeat block (corresponding t o  the repeat substructure) 
for the buckling load computations. Thus  the generation and solution 
times for  the s t i f fness  matrix are reduced and the storage requirements 
are also a1 leviated. 
The user may divide a panel, w i t h  or without repet i t ive s t ructural  
groups, such tha t  i t  consists of one s t a r t  substructure, one, many, 
or no repeat substructures and one end substructure. 
panel may be idealized w i t h  the following combinations of substructures; 
Further, a 
(1 )  s t a r t  substructure only 
( 2 )  
(3)  
s t a r t  and end substructures only 
s t a r t ,  repeat (one or  more) and end substructures. 
I t  should be obvious a t  this point t ha t  panels w i t h  no repeatable 
structural  groups can have a. maximum of one repeat substructure. 
I t  i s  recommended t h a t  the s t a r t  substructure be larger  of the 
three substructures, f o r  efficiency reasons i n  the determinant 
cal cul a t i  ons . 
2.19 
Cross Sections of Flat Panels zG 
Cross Sections of Curved Panels 
Fbure 2.6 Examples of Repartad Structures 
2.20 
2.6,1 F l a t  Panel w i t h  Repeated Substruct~res 
For a panel with repeated substructu~es, a reduced version of the 
actual panel may be specified for input .  For example, see Figure 2.7. 
( a )  i s  the actual panel and ( b )  i s  the reduced panel used for i n p u t .  
The nodal coordinates of 7 t o  10 of  (b )  are input such t h a t  they 
model the end substructure of the actual panel , ( a ) ,  as i f  i t  is 
moved to the l e f t  and attached t o  the f i r s t  repeat substructure, 
Therefore, nodes 7 t o  10 of the reduced panel, ( b ) ,  are related t o  
nodes 23 t o  26 of ( a ) ,  the actual panel. Consequently, nodes 11 t o  
22 of ( a )  are no t  directly included by coordinates in the input, b u t  
are imp1 ici t ly  specified through the repeat substructure. 
After drawing a sketch of the actual structure, the user must identify 
the nodes t h a t  belong in the three different substructure types. 
For the s ta r t  and end substructures, the only limitation i s  t h a t  
there must be a t  least one interior node, a node without  any specified 
boundary conditions, in each substructure, To ensure t h a t  the repeat 
substructure i s  accurately identified, the substructure corresponding 
nodes must be identified. The corresponding nodes are those node 
pairs a t  which the stiffnesses are identical. In other words, all  
elements meeting a t  corresponding nodes in a1 1 repeat substructures 
must be identical in a l l  respects, including loadings and boundary 
condi t i  ons . 
For the example from Figure 2.7 ( a ) ,  inspection shows t h a t  nodes 7, 11, 
15 and 19 are the corresponding nodes t o  node 3. Therefore, node 3 
is  a v a l i d  node for the repeat substructure. Similarly, node 6 i s  
a valid node for the repeat substructure w i t h  nodes 10, 14, 18, 22 
as correspondence nodes; node 4 with 8, 12, 16, 20; and node 5 w i t h  
9, 13, 17 and 21. One should note t h a t  node 23 i s  not a corresponding 
node o f  node 3 because the specified boundary condition a t  node 26 
results i n  the stiffness contribution of element 23-26 t o  node 23 
being unequal t o  the stiffness contribution of element 3-6 t o  node 3. 
Thus, node 23 may n o t  be included in the repeat substructure. 
2.21 
From this user exercise one can conclude that ,  a )  the substructure 
u n i t  made up of nodes 3 ,  4, 5 ,  6 i s  a repeat substructure, and b) 
there are (5)  repeat substructures 
Node 2 i s  included i n  the start substructure because boundary 
conditions are specified for node 1 .  
the end substructure i s  obvious a t  this point. 
The selection o f  nodes for 
2 
(a) Zee Stiffened Panel - Actual 
Start Repeat End 
Substructure Substructure Substructure 
(b) Reduced Zee Siffened Panel 
Figure 2.7 Examples of Repeat Substructures 
2.23 
2e6e2 Curved Panel w i t h  Repeated Substructures 
For curved panels w i t h  repeatable subs t ruc tures  , repeatabi  1 i ty of 
t h e  nodes f o r  the repeat  subs t ruc ture  must be viewed i n  the  curved 
panel c y l i n d r i c a l  coord ina te  system which i s  shown i n  an example o f  
Figure 2.8. 
P 
The same guide l ines as t h e  ones discussed f o r  f l a t  panels are 
app l i cab le  f o r  curved panels. The reduced s t r u c t u r e  f o r  i n p u t  
i s  shown below the ac tua l  s t ruc tu re .  As i n  f l a t  panels, the end 
subs t ruc ture  i s  moved from i t s  o r i g i n a l  p o s i t i o n  and i s  at tached 
t o  the repeat  subs t ruc ture  i n  the reduced version. The nodal 
coordinates are i n p u t  i n  the  g lobal  coordinate system (XG, YG and 
ZG) f o r  t h e  reduced s t ruc tu re .  
R , 9 and XG a re  the axes o f  t h i s  coord ina te  system. 
AQ, the i nc lude  angle, i n  Figure 2.8 i s  t he  angle measured from a 
p o i n t  i n  a repeat subs t ruc ture  t o  i t s  corresponding p o i n t  i n  the  
next repeat  substructure. The p o s i t i v e  s ign  o f  ~8 i s  as shown. 
I f  the curved panel i n  F igure 2.8 i s  t o  be repeated from r i g h t  t o  
l e f t  i ns tead  o f  l e f t  t o  r i g h t  as shown, the s i g n  o f  A0 would be 
negative. I n  terms o f  vectors, t h e  p o s i t i v e  r o t a t i o n  vector  A@ 






Substructure Substructure End 
Reduced Structure 
Figure 2.8 Curved Panel With Repeated Structure 
2.25 
2,6.3 Repeat Substructur 
The mode shapes for 
structure) is  provided by the program. These elemental mode 
shapes are derived from the relative displacements which were 
determined individually for each node of the actual panel 
(no t  just the reduced structure) e The prevtous i n p u t  information 
on repeat substructures was adequate t o  produce (internally) 
the total structure stiffness from the (input) reduced structure. 
However, additional information i s  required t o  identify elements 
t h a t  connect one repeat substructure t o  another repeat substructure 
for the purpose of calculating elemental mode shapes. 
nts of 
From the definition of a repeat substructure, any element, t h a t  
connects the start substructure t o  the ad jo in ing  repeat substructure, 
has a corresponding element (topologically similar), t h a t  connects 
the repeat substructure t o  the end substructure. The requirement 
then becomes one o f  i den ti fyi ng ; 
(a )  for each connecting element between the start and repeat 
substructures, the node t h a t  l ies in the start  substructure, 
and 
(b)  for each connecti ng element (topol ogi cal l y  corresponding t o  
(a) ) between the repeat and end substructures, the node 
that l ies i n  the repeat substructure. 
The nodes indicated above become logically a node pair between 
corresponding elements and are defined as "interrelationship 
node pai rs 'I. 
As an aid t o  the user, the following steps are recommended 
(see Figure 2.9). 
(1)  After encircling the nodes for  different substructures 
as shown in Figure 2.9, identify a l l  element(s) t h a t  
connects the s t a r t  substructure t o  the repeat substructure. 
(Elements @ , @ , ($ @ and @ o f  Figure 2.9) 
2.26 
dentify all  elemen e repeat and end 
substructures. (El 9 , @ and 
Pair a l l  elements of (1)  above, with corresponding elements 
(topologically similar) from (2)  above. 
(3)  
For the panel in 
Figure 2.9, the element pairs are: ( @ @ ), 
@ , , ( @ I  @ ) a n d  
(4) For each corresponding element pa i r ,  select the s t a r t  
s ta r t  substructure node from element(s) of (1) above 
and the repeat substructure node from element(s) of ( 2 )  
above. These two nodes constitute the interrelationship 
node pair. For element pair ( @ I @ ) they are 
nodes ( 1 , 7 ) ,  
node pair for element corresponding p a i r  ( @ , @ ); 
nodes (2,8) for ( @ 
and ( @ , @ ). Note t h a t  for any interrelationship 
node pair, one node i s  from the s ta r t  substructure and the 
other from the repeat substructure. 
Similarly, nodes (1,7)  are the interrelationship 
@ ) and nodes (3,9) for  ( @ , @ )  
2.27 
enci rc1 ed. 
Start Repeat End 
E l  emen t Substructure Substructure Substructure 




1 1  
As an additional example, see Figure 2.7(b). Following the 
steps above, the interrelationship node pair i s  found to be 
(2,6) for the zee stiffened panel. 
2"28 
Figure 2.9 Example for Repeat Substructure lntetrehtionship Node Paim 
t r i  c t  on-Re 
r a panel w i t h o u t  repet i~ive struct 
be exercised in the substructuring process. The panel must 
be d iv ided  such t h a t  any one substructure contains only one 
unconnected piece of structure. To i l lustrate this, Figure 
2.10 is  presented. T h i s  skin-stringer assembly is divided 
into three substructures. Node 3 i s  not attached t o  node 4, 
node 6 is n o t  connected t o  node 7 and node 5 i s  used t o  attach 
the stringer t o  the s k i n .  In Figure 2.10(a), the repeat and 
end substructures defy the restriction stated above, because 
in the repeat and end substructures, there are two discontinuous 
i t h  more t h a n  one substructure type, care must 
or unconnected pieces of structures. In the end substructure, 
the structure containing nodes 9 and 11 is  no t  attached t o  the 
piece of structure t h a t  contains nodes 12 and 10, and in the 
repeat substructure, the piece of structure containing nodes 
7 and 8 is  not  attached t o  node 6. Therefore, there are two 
unconnected structural pieces in each of the two substructures, 
repeat and end. 
selection of nodes for this problem. 
only one continuous piece of structure. 
Figure 2.10(b) i s  an example of a valid 
Each substructure contains 
Another restriction i s  in the i n p u t  order of the nodes. The 
nodes should be ordered such that the i n p u t  l i s t  of nodes can 
be separated into d i s t i n c t  groups, each group related t o  a 
different substructure. The start substructure nodes should 
be input f i r s t ,  repeat substructure nodes, second, and the end 
substructure nodes last. 
order of nodes, n o t  the user node numbers. I f  the nodes of 
Figure 2.10(b) are input i n  the same order as the user node 
numbers, an incorrect data set will result. Nodes 9 through 
11 would be o u t  of order. 
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11 ,12,10). The f i r s t  group of nodes for 
the start  substructure would be (1 t o  6) ,  second group for the 
repeat substructure, (7,8,9,11) and the last  group for the end 
substructure, (1 2 and 10) 
What i s  important here i s  the i n p u t  
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% ’ (a) Invalid Selection of N o d e s  for Substructures \ 
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(b) Valid Selection of Nodes for Substructures 
Note: Numbers Shown are Users Node Numbers 
Figure 2.10 Examples of Node Restrictions in Substructures 
2.31 
2,7 Lower Bound Loads 
of the method used in extracting the lowest eigenvalue, T h i s  
panel upper bound is  defined as the least of the element upper 
bound loads. An element upper bound load i s  the buckling load 
of a p la te  element w i t h  interior sl'des completely restrained. 
For a plate element w i t h  specified boundary conditions on one 
side, the upper bound load i s  the buckling load for the plate 
with the interior side completely restrained and the exterior 
side subjected t o  the specified boundary conditions. 
The upper and lower bound loads can be specified as i n p u t  t o  
BUCLASP2. 
bound load will be computed (Reference 1 )  and the lower bound 
load will be set  t o  zero. The minimum eigenvalue for the 
structure should be between these bounds. 
the upper bound load calculated as above works very well, b u t  
in some extremely rare instances i t  i s  possible t h a t  no eigen- 
values will be extracted within the bounds. For these cases, 
the calculated upper bound is automatically increased by 20% 
and a search i s  made between the old and new upper bound loads. 
If the bounds are not  specified, an approximate upper 
For most problems 
For a structure w i t h  buckling load very close t o  the upper bound 
load, i t  is  possible t h a t  the minimum eigenvalue will not  be 
extracted. 
for the guess loads should be inspected for any irregularities. 
Normally, this irregularity i s  evidenced by a steady decrease 
i n  determinant value followed by an increase as  the load i s  
incremented, with no indication of a root having been encountered. 
In such cases there is a very strong possibl'li'ty for an eigen- 
value t o  exist between the load steps where the irregularity 
occurred. 
bounds for the problem and re-run. 
If this occui"s, the determinant values printed out  
In such cases, these loads should be used as the 
2.32 
2,8 ode Shapes 
The relat ive displacements may be computed for  the buck1 i n g  
load corresponding t o  the c r i t i c a l  wave number. 
displacements are computed for  each element w i t h  respect to  
i t s  local coordinate system. They can be computed a t  evenly 
spaced prescribed points along the w i d t h  of any plate element. 
From the o u t p u t  o f  re lat ive displacements, the mode shape can 
be hand plotted. 
The re la t ive  
2 . 3 3  
2.9 Modelling of Riveted Connections 
T h i s  section deals with the modelling of riveted connections. 
As an example, see Figure 2.11, 
the idealization, the stiffener would be assumed t o  be bonded 
t o  the skin. A suggested modelling technique is presented 
here t o  more correctly depict the behavior of riveted connections. 
I f  the rivet is  ignored in 
The rivet i s  idealized as a line a t  nodes 4 and 5. 
2.11(a) the plate elements @ and @ are offset a t  node 4 
as shown. 
attachment between these nodes. 
node 2 o f  elementaand node 3 of e l e m e n t a r e  not connected 
In Figure 
Node 5 i s  equivalenced t o  node 4 t o  create an 
The plate elements @ , @ , 
@ , and @ are a l l  joined a t  node 4,  the rivet line, b u t  
and they are free t o  deform independently. 
elements @ and @ respectively, are a l so  free to  move 
Nodes 6 and 7 o f  
independent o f  each other. This modelling i s  approximate in 
the sense t h a t  the connection between the stiffener and skin 
i s  reduced t o  a line connection. 
First, make an init ial  r u n  with this idealization shown i n  
Figure 2.1l(a) 
are feasible. 
assume t h a t  the downward deflection of node 2 i n  the ZG direction 
i f  greater t h a n  the downward deflection o f  node 3 i n  the same 
direction, Wherever this type of physical unreality occurs, 
jo in  the elements together a t  these nodes and rerun the 
problem. 
nodes 2 and 3 i s  accompl ished by making node 2 equivalent t o  
node 3. 
and investigate the mode shapes t o  see i f  they 
For an example of mode shapes n o t  being feasible, 
For the example cited above, the connection of 
Offset element 3 as indicated i n  Figure 2.11(b). 
2.34 
In the original idealization shown in Figure Ze1l(a), nodes 
2 and 6 seem unnecessary for the f i r s t  t r ia l  analysis. Plate 
elements @ and @ and similarly elements @ and @ could 
be combined into one element. The only reason for including 
nodes 2 and 6 in the example i s  t o  compare the displacements 
a t  these locations with nodes 3 and 7 of the stiffener, t o  
see i f  any unrealistic deflections occur a t  these points. 
Actually, the displacements along the junction line between 
the skin and stiffener top flange should be investigated t o  












(a) Original Idealization 





(b) Reidealized Structure 
Figure 2.11 Riveted Connection Example 
2,36 
achine Requirements 
The BUCLASPZ program i s  written for the CDC 6600 series computers. 
requires the use of a card reader, line printer, disk storage, a 
minimum of zero and a maximum of one tape drive. 
I t  
3.2 Operating System 
The program runs under the SCOPE 3.1 or KRONOS 2.0 operating systems. 
All system routines used are assumed t o  be standard CDC release. 
W i t h  the exception o f  four special Purpose routine in COYPASS, al l  
source routines are coded i n  CDC FORTRAN IV. The overlay l o a d i n g  
feature is used. 
Two Langley Research Center routines are used. 
JPARAMS COMPUTER PROGRAMMING MANUAL 
Volume I ,  Section K5.1 date 6-9-71 
This routine makes certain job  parameters available t o  the user. 
SIMEQ COMPUTER PROGRAMMING MANUAL 
Volume I ,  Section F4.1 date 8-1-55 
T h i s  routine solves a set  o f  linear equations. 
3.1 
3.3 
The program will LOAD and EXECUTE w i t h  a field length of 770008. 
The field length estimate for the program i s  dependent upon the 
da ta  set. 
upon the size of the three blocks of the determinant deffnition. 
The space for  the buckling determinant i s  dependent 
When the eigenvector and relative displacements are also wanted 
the user must take into account i n  field length allocation that the 
s t a r t  substructure, each repeat substructure and the end substructure 
have t o  be stored i n  core. 
The d a t a  processing overlay prints an estimate o f  field length 
required for  the other overlays, Table 3.1 gives field lenqths 
for some of the test  cases. 
3 .4  Timing and O u t p u t  Estimates 
Time consumption for  one data set  depends on various factors: 
a .  Number of wave numbers investigated. 
b .  Number of nodes, plate and beam element defined for panel. 
The size of buckling determinant i s  proDortiona1 t o  number 
of unconstrained nodes. 
c. Number of plate elements w i t h  stiffnesses which are the same. 
The actual computer time used for some of the tes t  cases are 
presented In Table 3.2 .  
In  general, for single da ta  se t  runs, and w i t h  the intermediate 
pr intout  swjtches of f ,  the program will aeneral'ly generate from 
30 t o  100 pages. The number of wave numbers i s  a primary factor on the 
amount of p r i n t o u t .  The intermediate printout should be used w i t h  
care as i t  can be voluminous. 
3.2 
3.5 Disk Fi le  and Tape Util ization 
BUCLASP2 uses a maximum of four f i l e s  i n  addition t o  the standard 
i n p u t  and output, 
i n for ma t i  on trans fer  e 
The four f i l e s  a re  scratch f i l e s  used for  internal 
The f i l e s  referenced are: 
( 1 )  INPUT Standard Input (Card Reader) 
( 2 )  OUTPUT Standard O u t p u t  (Line Printer)  
(3) TAPE1 Scratch F i  1 e (Binary) 
(4 )  TAPE2 Scratch F i  1 e ( B i  nary)  
(5)  TAPE3 Scratch File (Binary) 
(6) TAPE4 Scratch File (Binary)  
3 . 6  Control Cards 
There are  basically three modes of execution, from 
( a )  source 
( b )  re1 ocatabl e binary 
( c )  absolute binary 
In the following, use of specific control cards has been avoided, 
rather the required sequence to operations is specified. All f i l e  
names with the exception of BUCLASP a re  arbi t rary.  
the name BUCLASP, t h u s  a f i l e  BUCLASP i s  generated a t  load time. 
the cases above 
All overlays have 
For 
( a )  1 .  Obtain a source f i l e ,  PROG, from permanent storaqe 
(Cards, TAPE, permanent d i s k  f i l e ,  etc.)  
Compile source f i l e  placing relocatable binary on BPRG. 2. 
3 .  Load BPRG. 
4. Execute from BUCLASP 
1. 
2. Load BPRG. 
3.  Execute from BUCLASP 
( b )  Obtain a relocatable binary f i l e ,  BPRG, from Permanent storage. 
3 . 3  
(c )  1 ,  Obtain an absolute  binar.y f i l e ,  BUCLASP, from permanent s torage.  
2, Execute from BUCLASP, 
3 . 4  
TABLE 3.1 
NUMBER 
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Length o f  (1,O) Overlay = 45100 (Octal) 
( 2 , O )  Overlay = 56240 (Octal) 
(3,O) Overlay = 27350 (Octal)  
MAX I MUM NUMBER 





















7 2  
100 
48 








Data Se t s  2A . 11 were repeated substructure problems. 
Data Set 18A was a start subs t ruc ture  only. 
The CP time used var ies  near ly  l i nea r ly  w i t h  t h e  number o f  wave numbers 
i nves t i  gated. 
NUMBER OF 
2A 7 11 0 7 
4A 8 4 3 6 
5 8 10 0 5 
NODES PLATES BEAMS SUBSTRUCTURES --DATA SET 
6 A  10 9 
11 16 13  





There are two types of error messages. 
followed by routine name and number, 
processing, so an exit i s  taken, The second type is used i n  the 
input data processing routines t o  indicate a da t a  error has been 
detected, b u t  an attempt will be made t o  process the rest of the 
input da ta .  This kind has a message, b u t  no number. 
The f i r s t  kind i s  a message 
This type is  fatal t o  further 
Routines which print diagnostic messages. 











D I S PLAC 
FETCHD 
READTR 













Card 4 Field 1 
TO@ MANY ELEMENTS 
Card 4 Fields 2 , 3  and 4 
TOO MANY BEAMS 
Card 4 Field 2 
TOO MANY PLATES 
Card 4 Fields 3 and 4 
BAD EQUIVALENT NODE DATA 
E Card 
BAD INTERRELATIONSHIP NODE DATA 
C Card 
NUMBER OF VALUES, 111, IN M-LIST EXCEEDS 30 
Cards 6 and 7 
END OF FILE ENCOUNTERED BEFORE L 
L Card was not found 
NON ELEMENT DATA WAS ENCOUNTERED OUT OF ORDER 
NUMBER OF NODAL SPRING STIFFMESS SETS EXCEEDED NUMBER 
OF NODES IN DATA SET 
NUMBER OF PLATE ELEMENT OFFSET CARDS EXCEEDED THE 














UMBER OF R E P  I ~ U B S T R U C T U ~ E  
P A I R S  I N P U T  EXCEEDED XIMUM OF 11111 
NUMBER O F  EQUIVALENT NODE D E F I N I T I O N  P A I R S  I N P U T  
EXCEEDED MAXIMUM O F  11111 
I N P U T  MATERIAL PROPERTY TABLE F A I L E D  
I N P U T  O F  T H I C K N E S S  TABLE F A I L E D  
NUMBER O F  NODE D E F I N I T I O N S  I N P U T ,  XXXXX, D I D  NOT AGREE 
WITH NUWBER SPECIFIED iim 
NUMBER O F  ERRORS DETECTED I N  PANEL SUBSTRUCTURE 
D E F I N I T I O N  = 11111 
NUMBER O F  PLATE ELEMENTS I N P U T  EXCEEDED NUMBER S P E C I F I E D  
I N V A L I D  LOAD O P T I O N ,  11111, S P E C I F I E D  
C a r d  5 F je ld  1 
I N V A L I D  WAVE NUMBER SEARCH O P T I O N ,  11111, S P E C I F I E D  
C a r d  5 Field 2 
I m  ERROR(S) DETECTED IN DATA 
CURVED PANEL REPEAT SUBSTRUCTURE I N T E R I O R  ANGLE EXCEEDS 
189 P E G R E E S  
C a r d  4 Field 6 
CURVED PANEL REPEAT SUBSTRUCTURE I N T E R I O R  ANGLE M U L T I P L I E D  
BY NUMBER OF REPEAT SUBSTRUCTURES EXCEEDS 360 DEGREES 
C a r d  4 Field 6 
4.3 
91 9 CURVED PANEL REP T SUB~TRUCTURE 
Card 
MATERIAL TABLE INPUT, BUT NO THICKNESS TABLE PRESENT 
THICKNESS TABLE INPUT, BUT NO MATERIAL TABLES PRESENT 
NUMBER OF MATERIAL TABLES INPUT EXCEEDS MAXIYUM OF I11 
INVALID PLATE TYPE 
Card P Field 5 
NUMBER OF LAMINAS EXCEEDS WXIMUM OF 25 
Number o f  Plates Laminas - < 25. 
Card P Field 7 
INVALID PLATE OFFSET SWITCH, I11 
Card P Field 6 
INVALID MATERIAL PROPERTIES INPUT FORMAT OPTION, I11 
Card P Field 8, or 
Card B Field 6 
INVALID NZ2 LOAD SELECTION SWITCH, 111 
Card P Field 9 
NUMBER OF RELATIVE DISPLACEMENT SUBDIVISIONS WAS NEWT I V E 
Card P Field 10 
INVALID MATERIAL TABLE INPUT OPTION, I11 
Card P Field 11 
4.4 
C a r d  B Field 4 
NUMBER OF LAYERS EXCEEDED MAXIMUM OF 35 
Number o f  Beam L a y e r s  - < 35 
NUMBER OF NODAL CARDS READ EXCEEDS NUMRER DECLARED 
I L L E G A L  BOUNDARY CONDITION,  11111 ON NODE I11 
NUMBER O F  S CARDS, 11111, DOES NOT AGREE WITH NUMBERS 
O F  SPRUNG NODES 11111 
USER I D ,  11111, ON S CARD, 11111, I N V A L I D  
USER I D ,  11111 , IN REPEAT SUBSTRUCTURE I N T E R R E L A T I O N S H I P  
P A I R ,  11111, IS I N V A L I D  
USER ID, 11111, IN EQUIVALENT NODE P A I R ,  11111, IS INVALID 
C a r d  E 
USER ID, 11111, IN, AAAAA, SUBSTRUCTURE D E F I N I T I O N  IS I N V A L I D  
C a r d  D 
NODE1 (1111) DOES NOT PRECEDE NODE2( 1111) OF, AAAAA, 
SUBSTRUCTURE D E F I N I T I O N  
C a r d  D 
END NODE ( I I I I 1 OF * AAAAA SUBSTRUCTURE IS NOT CORRECTLY 
RELATED TO S T A R T  NODE ( I I I I )  O F  , A M ,  SUBSTRUCTURE 
C a r d  D 
4.5 
Card P Fields 3 or- 
NODE(IIII)  FOR BEAM ( I I I I )  IS INVALID 
Card B Field 3 
USER ID, 11111, FOR PLATE ELEMENT OFFSET SET, 11111, 
IS INVALID 
Card F Field 2 
NUMBER OF PLATE ELEMENTS INPUT (11111) DOES NOT AGREE 
WITH NUMBER SPECIFIED 
NUMBER OF BEAM ELEMENTS INPUT (11111) DOES NOT AGREE 
WITH NUMBER SPECIFIED 
1111111111, IS INVALID NODE MUMBER 
NODE I,  I I I I I I I I I I ,  IS NOT Irl START SUBSTRUCTURE 
NODE J ,  1111111111, IS NOT IN REPEAT SllBSTRUCTURE 
NODE, 1111 I ,  IN START SUBSTRUCTURE SHOULD BE PART 
OF A REPEAT SUBSTRUCTURE INTERRELATIONSHIP PAIR 
4.6 
NO INTERIOR NODES BETWEEN FIRST NODE XXX AND LAST NODE XXX 
6 EAMD F 
INVALID TABLE POINTER DATA 
See d i s c u s s i o n  on T a b l e  I n p u t .  
PLTDEF 
INVALID TABLE POINTER DATA 












, ERRORS DETECTED STRUCTURE DEFINITIO 
PAIRS 
PANEL WITH REPEAT SUBSTRUCTURE BUT NO END SUBSTRUCTURE 
DEFINED 
SUBSTRUCTURE DEFINITION PAIR IS OUT OF ORDER 
NO SUBSTRUCTURE DEFINITION NODE INPUT 
PANEL MATRIX DEFINED IS NOT SQUARE 
START COLUMN DEFINITION OF SUBSTRUCTURE AAAAAA AqD AAAAAA 
SUBSTRUCTURE IS NOT RELATED PROPERLY 
Examine Substructure Definit ion and Element Connectivity. 
See Section 2.6.4. 
END COLUMN DEFINITION OF SUBSTRUCTURE, AAAAAA, AND AAAAAA 
SUBSTRUCTURE IS NOT RELATED PROPERLY 
Examine Substructure Definit ion and Element Connectivity. 
See Section 2.6.4. 
ROW DEFINITION OF SUBSTRUCTURE, AAAAAA AND AAAAAA, 
Examine Substructure Definit ion and Element Connectivity. 
See Section 2.6.4. 
SUBSTRUCTURE IS NOT .RELATED PROPERLY 
SUBSTRUCTURE AAAAAA AND SUBSTRUCTURE 
INTERRELATED PROPERLY 
Examine Substructure Defintion and E 
See Section 2.6.4. 
AAAAAA ARE NOT 
ement Connectiv t Y  * 
4.8 
71 THE SUBSTRUCTURE DEFINITION OF START SUBSTRUCTURE AND 
VITY OF START SUBSTRUCTURE IS 
Examine Substructure Definition and Element Connectivity. 
See Section 2.6.4,  
7 2 0  NO EQUIVALENT NODES SPECIFIED FOR A PROBLEM WITH BEAM 
ELEMENTS 
721 I1 I I I , ERRORS FOUND IN PROCESSING EQUIVALENT NODES 
7 2 4  ELEMENT UNASSIGNABLE TO A SUBSTRUCTURE 
BOUNDARY CONDITION, 11, NOT ALLOWED ON BEAY DEFIMITION 
NODE, 11111 
BEAM ELEMENT, 11111 WITH NODE, 11111 HAS NO EOUIVALENT 
NODE DEFINED 
EQUIVALENT NODES, 11111, AND 11111, HAVE CONFLICTING 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, 11111, AND 11111 
4.9 
90 1 DOUBLE ROOT COULD NOT BE SUCCESSFULLY BYPASSED 
90 2 ZERO DETERMINANT COULD NOT BE SUCCESSFULLY BYPASSED 
9’33 SEARCH FOR BLICKLING CONDITION D I D  NOT S T A B I L I Z E  IN 
S P E C I F I E D  N U W E R  OF I N T E R A T I O N S  
C h e c k  fo r  Panel B e i n g  i n  B u c k l e d  C o n d i t i o n  for Z e r o  L o a d  
4.10 
30 DOUB~E ROOT E 
GAPUPP 
MATRIX REDUCTION FAILED 
906 MATRIX BLOCK DEFINITION FAULTY 
SBLKDT 
THE MATRIX HAS A ZERO ROW 
MATRIX SIZES OR RELATIVE POSITIONS ARE INCOBIPATIBLE 
Zero Determinant at Block JX 
DBLERT 
DOUBLE ROOT DETECTED 
STORE 
22  ODE NUMBER NOT FOUND IN SUBSTRUCTURE ROW DEFINITIONS 
24 NODE NUMBER NOT FOUND IN SUBSTRUCTURE COLUMN DEFINITIONS 
PRDMTX 
5 ELEMENT NODAL INTERCONNECTIVE FIATRIX SINGULAR 
PROOT -
ZARK FAILED TO CONVERGE IN THE YAXIMUY rJUMBER OF ITERATIONS 
SPEC1 FIED 
ZARK FAILED - A ZERO IN THE PATH OF A SUBSEQUENT.ONE 
Cornnlex Root Found That is  Not One of a Conjugate Pair 
4.11 
8 
D I SPLAC 
INSUFFICIENT CORE IS AVAILABLE TO CONSTRUCT THE STIFFNESS 
MATRIX FOR THE EIGENVECTOR SOLUTION INCREASE FIELD 
LENGTH BY 
THE STIFFNESS MATRIX CANNOT BE DECOMPOSED 
FETCHD 
14 ATTEMPT FETCH A NON-EXISTENT NODAL DISPLACEVENT COMPONENT 
READTR 
10 ID ON NODAL TRANFORMATIDN INVALID 
12 ID ON ELEMENTAL TRANSFORMATION INVALID 
FNLDIS 
20 ATTEMPT TO INVERT ELEMENTAL TRANSFORMATION MATRIX FAILED 
4.12 
5,O Restrictions 
The following restr ic t ions apply t o  this version o f  the program. 
5.1 Analysis Oriental Restrictions 
a. 




f .  
9. 
h. 
i .  
j. 
The special loading cases are described i n  Section 2.5. 
Each layer i s  orthotropic w i t h  respect t o  p la te  axes. 
Prebuckling deformations are ignored and l inear  theory (small 
deformations and l inear  e l a s t i c  materials) is  used. 
The cross-section is  uniform i n  the axial direction 
Loaded edges of each element forming the cross-section are  
simply supported. 
The arc  of a curved plate element has to be less than or equal 
t o  180 degrees. 
Buckling load will  no t  be computed for a structure already 
buckled by the i n p u t  loads. 
When the buckling load i s  nearly equal t o  the upper bound load, 
i t  i s  possible tha t  the buckling load will no t  be found. See 
Section 2.7 fo r  a possible remedy for  this problem. 
The curved panel repeat substructure in te r ior  angle (no) must 
be less  than or equal t o  180 degrees. 
The total  in te r ior  angle o f  a curved panel with repeated 
substructures must be less than o r  equal t o  360 degrees. 
5.1  
5,2 Programing Oriented Restrictions 
a. Maximum number of elements definable in the three substructures 
i s  35, and the maximum number of nodes i s  35. 
b. Maximum number of types of plate elements i s  10. These are of 
the same type in the sense t h a t  their lamina stiffness matrices, 
loadings and radii are of the same content. 
c. The maximum number of layers is  25 for plate elements. 
d. Maximum number of beam elements i s  10. 
e. The maximum number of layers i s  35 for beam elements. 
f .  Two real roots of the determinant expression det (DT) = 0 are 
considered double  if  they differ by less t h a n  0.00003%. 
g. The imaginary part of the complex roots of the determinant 
expression det (DT) = 0 i s  exactly set  to  zero i f  i t s  numerical 
value i s  less t h a n  or when i t  is  less than times the 
real p a r t  of the number. A similar tes t  applies t o  the real 
part of the number. 
h .  I t  i s  assumed t h a t  no coupling exists between bending and 
stretching when a l l  of the elements of the B i j  matrix are less 
t h a n  1 .O. 
i . Maximum number of wave numbers t h a t  can be investigated in one 
d a t a  set  i s  30. 
j. The minimum number of elements i s  either 2 plates o r  1 plate and 
1 beam. 
k. There must be a t  least 1 interior node in each block type. 
1. Node restrictions in blocks; see Section 2.10. 
m. An element cannot have nodes bo th  in the start and end substructures, 




n the b u c k l ~ n g  calculation the process is done r i c t l y  incore 
number of repeat blocks is  arbi t rary,  b u t  w i  11 he limited 
i n  practice by the accumulation of rounding errors. 
The eigenvector computation requires tha t  the buckl ing  load be well 
isolated. 
s ign  will have multiple eigenvectors for the buckling load. 
Problems which  buckle without a determinant change o f  
5.3 
6,O PROGRAM INPUT 
The data  i n p u t  t o  this program consists only o f  cards, and no data  tapes 
are requ i red e 
6.1 I n p u t  Data Format 
Fields o f  5 or less are right adjusted integers, 
floating point numbers w i t h  format F10.0. 
Fields of 10 are 
CARD 1 (8A10) 
Columns Column 1 must be blank. 
2-80 Title of run. Any characters anywhere in columns. This 
t i t l e  i s  printed o u t  in several strategic places in the 
o u t p u t  f o r  the purpose of identification. 
CARD 2 (1615) Intermediate Print Control (IPC) Array 
The intent of the options on this card i s  for diagnostic checking. 
Columns 
1-5 I P C ( 1 )  = 1 Print intermediate results ( 1 )  
= B l a n k  Suppress print 
This option prints ou t  control l i s t s  obtained from input data .  
6-1 0 IPC(2) = 1 
This opt ion  prints o u t  the p roots of the determinant 
expression det CDT) = 0 (equilibrium equations) during 
the upper bound calculation. 
Print intermediate results ( 2 )  
= Blank Suppress print 
11-15 IPC(3) = 1 Print intermediate results (3)  
= Blank Suppress print 
This option prints o u t  the elemental and merged stiffness 
matrices along with the determinant calculation information 








IPC(4) = 1 
This o p t i o n  prints o u t  information about the element upper 
bound i n i t i a l  estimates and the actual upper bound. 
Print intermediate resu l t s  (4 )  
= Blank Suppress pr int  
IPC(5) = 1 Print  intermediate resu l t s  (5)  
T h i s  option prints out the p roots of the determinant 
expression det (UT) = 0 (equilibrium equations) during 
the panel buck1 i n g  calculation. 
= B l a n k  Suppress pr int  
IPC(6) = 1 Print  intermediate resu l t s  (6) 
= Blank Suppress pr in t  
This option prints o u t  the elemental matrices during 
the panel buckling calculation. 
IPC(7) = 1 Print intermediate resu l t s  ( 7 )  
T h i s  option prints o u t  the merged s t i f fness  matrices and 
determinant calculation information during the panel 
buckling calculation. 
IPC(8) = 1 Print intermediate resu l t s  (8) 
= Blank Suppress pr int  
T h i s  option prints out the compacted s t i f fness  matrix, 
the element p roots and the element w ~ .  
= Blank Suppress pr int  
6.2 
D 3 (1615) rogram Control 
Columns 
1-5 JPC(1) = 1 
= 0 (Blank) 
JPC(2) = 0 (Blank) 
= 1  
6-1 0 
11-15 JPC(3) = 1 
= 0 (Blank) 
1 6-20 JPC(4) 
= Blank 
= n  
21 -25 JPC(5) 
= Blank 
= r l  
Array 
Calculate panel upper bound only 
Proceed as  normal 
No r e l a t i v e  displacements 
Compute re1 a t i  ve d i  s pl acemen ts 
Data check only is  performed 
Non data  check only mode 
Number of i t e r a t i o n s  a1 lowed i n  
buck1 ing  calculat ion 
Number will  be defaulted to  100 
where 1 - < T-I 2 100 
Number of i t e r a t i o n s  used i n  eigenvector 
calculat ion 
Number w i  11 be defaul ted t o  4 
where 4 < TI - < 10 - 
Option should be used with care. Can be used to  f ind 
mu1 t i p l e  eigenvectors fo r  problems w i t h  coincident roots  
by running  problem w i t h  Q i t e r a t ions  and then w i t h  T-, + 1 
i t e r a t ions .  
6.3 
CARD 4 Problem Characteristics 
Col umns 
1-5 Number of Nodes i n  the section (i.e. i n  s tar t  sub$t~ucture* one 
repetitive substructure and the end substructure) 
6-10 Number of Beam elements i n  the section 
11-15 Number of Flat Plate elements in the section 
16-20 Number of Curved Plate elements in the section 
21-25 Curved Panel Repeat Option 
= 0 (Blank) 
= 1  
Non Curved Panel Option 
Curved Panel w i t h  multiple repeat blocks 
31-40 Curved Panel Repeat Block Included angle ( A @ )  
See Section 2.6.2 for discussion. 
41-50 Length of the section 
51-60 
61-70 
Transverse Load or Strain value 
Biaxial Load Ratio for f i r s t  plate element 
Input only when this option is  selected. 
For the transverse load or strain value, i n p u t  a negative value for tension 
and a positive value for compression. Biaxial load ratios are computed with 
the same sign convention as above. 
6.4 
CARD 5 nalysis Options 
Columns 
1-5 
= 1  
= 2  
= 3  
6-10 MOPT 




a NZ2 t r a n s v e r s e  load of c o n s t a n t  va lue  app l i ed  t o  
"a f f ec t ed"  p l a t e s .  The load can have an i n i t i a l  va lue  
p l u s  be a l i n e a r  func t ion  o f  Nl a s  s p e c i f i e d  by b i a x i a l  
r a t i o .  
idz2 ,  t r a n s v e r s e  load is  va r i ed  a t  the same va lue  on a l l  
a f f e c t e d  p l a t e s  w i t h  an i n i t i a l  cons t an t  N l l  being a p p l i e d  
t o  a l l  p l a t e s .  
( fo rce / l eng th )  app l i ed  t o  f i r s t  p l a t e  i s  va r i ed  w i t h  Nl  1 
(General ly ,  set  NZ2 = 0 f o r  a b i a x i a l  r a t i o  problem) 
( f o r c e / l e n g t h ) ,  t r a n s v e r s e  load i s  va r i ed  a t  the same 
va lue  on a l l  " a f f ec t ed"  p l a t e s  w i t h  an i n i t i a l  c o n s t a n t  
s t r a i n  being app l i ed  t o  the f i r s t  plate element. 
Option cont ro l  f o r  the loop on the long i tud ina l  wave 
number M. 
S t a r t  the loop a t  wave number MMI and loop u n t i l  a min imum 
load  is  found, then interrupt (Max. 30 loops )  
%2 
S t a r t  the loop a t  wave number MMI and loop t o  wave number 
MMA (Max, 30 loops )  
S t a r t  the loop a t  f i r s t  va lue  o f  M-lis t  and loop through 
)I-list u n t i l  a minimum load is  found, then interrupt 
(M-l i s t  must be i n p u t  on ca rds  6,7) (Max. 30 loops)  
=4 S t a r t  the loop a t  f i r s t  va lue  of  M-list and loop through 
M-list. (M-l i s t  must be i n p u t  on cards  6,7) (Max. 30 loops )  
11-15 MMI S t a r t i n g  va lue  f o r  the loop on the long i tud ina l  wave number 
M 
S e t  = 1 f o r  op t ions  3 and 4 
16-20 MMA End va lue  f o r  the loop  on the long i tud ina l  wave number M 








Lower Limit fo r  root searching c r i t e r i a  
( I f  l e f t  b l a n k ,  NL i s  defaulted t o  0 )  
N U P  Upper L i m i t  fo r  root searching c r i t e r i a .  If l e f t  blank, 
NUP i s  defaulted t o  1 NLW - > 0,  NLW < NUP. The program 
does a complete so lu t ion  o f  the data for  each root searching 
c r i t e r i a  T - I / Q + ~  where NLW - < 0 < NUP. (T-I is  the 
number of roots below the t r i a l  load.) 
Default number of element subdivisions for  re la t ive 
displacement calculation (defaulted t o  5, i f  l e f t  b l a n k )  
SLW Lower bound load ( f i r s t  plate element) fo r  search interval 
(defaulted t o  0.0, i f  l e f t  blank) 
SUP Upper bound ( f i r s t  plate element) load f o r  search interval .  
I f  l e f t  b l a n k  an upper bound i s  calculated f o r  the s t ructure  
f o r  each M value. 
I f  specified SLW < SUP. Note t h a t  the same SLW, SUP 
pair  i s  used for  every M value t o  be searched. 
See Section 2.5 for  discussion o f  load op t ions  and Section 2.7 for 
discussion of upper bounds. 
c r i t e r i a ,  see Section 6.1 of Reference 1. 







1-5 . . . 
65170 
- l i s t  ( l imited to  30 values) 
(List o f  wave numbers) 
First value o f  M-list 
Second value o f  M-list 
Sixteenth value of M-list 
M-list (continued) 
(Use t h i s  card i f  necessary; i f  n o t  omit) 
Seventeenth value of M-1 i s t  
Thi r t ie th  value of M-list 
6.7 
mina Thickness Table 
Co 1 umns 
1 -5 Letters "THICK" 
1 1-80 .. .. , . . . , value, . . ./ 
where value may be 2 TITIT-I.~TITI 
or  f. TI.T-I~TIQ E 2 TITI 
Number of significant digits i s  limited t o  14 
The table is terminated by the character slash (/). 
a table exceed one card, the table may be p u t  on more cards using columns 
11-80 (columns 1-10 blank) with the last table value followed by a slash. 
The values in the table are delimited by commas and physical end of card. 
If the entries of 
Omit card if Table op t ion  n o t  used for element property input. 
Section 6.4 for discussion o f  table use. 
See 
Note: Only one thickness table i s  allowed per d a t a  set. 
6.8 
CARD T-2 aterial Properties Table 
Columns 
1-5 Letters 'ITA BL E" 
9-1 0 Table Number 
11 -80 o. , . . e I value, . .*/ 
Same rules for this table as the one on CARD T-l 
Omit card i f  Table op t ion  i s  n o t  used for  element property input, 
See Section 6.4 for discussion o f  table use. 
Tab1 e Lengths -
Element Length 
P l  ate 4 
Rectangular Beam 3 
Ci rcul ar Beam 2 
6.9 
t ~ubstructure Interr t i  ons h i  D Nodes 
Columns 
1-1 Letter "CI' 
Pair  1 (this card) I 3-5 Node i 8-19 Node j 
Node i o f  s t a r t  substructure is interrelated 
t o  Node .i of reoeat substructure 
pair 8 (this card) 
73-75 Node i 
78- 8r) Node .i 
Reneat this card fo r  each set  o f  8 interrelationship node pairs u n t i l  a l l  
interrelationshia node nairs have been j n p u t .  
- Note: Interrelationshin nodes must he interior nodes, and must be included 
i f  the number o f  reneat blocks - > 2. 
See Section 2.6.3 for discussion. rhnit this card when the number 
of reDeat suhstructures i s  less than 2. 
6.10 
CARD E 
Go 1 umns 
1-1 Letter "E" 
Equ i Val en t Nodes 
Pair 1 (this card) 
3-5 Node i 
8-1 0 Node j . . 
Pair 8 (this card) I 73-75 Node i 79-80 Node j 
Repeat this card for  each set of 8 equivalent node pairs until a l l  
equivalent node pairs have been input. 
discussion o f  equivalent nodes. 
- Note: 
See section 6 .2  f o r  
Equivalent nodes must be in te r ior  nodes. This card i s  used 
t o  specify those nodes which move together structurally.  
O m i t  this card if no equivalent nodes exist .  
6.11 
CARD N odal  Def in i t i on  
Columns 
1-1 Letter 'IN" 
3-5 User Node Number 
10-10 Nodal Boundary Condit ion 
= blank I n t e r i o r  
1 Simple Support  
2 C 1 amped 
3 Free 
4 Sprung (Card S must fo l low)  
21 -30 Y - coord ina te  of node i n  r ight-handed g loba l  coord ina te  
sys tern 
31 -40 Z - coord ina te  of node i n  r ight-handed g loba l  coord ina te  
sys tern 
I n t e r n a l  node number i s  determined by i n p u t  p o s i t i o n ,  L e .  












t r ~ c t u r e  Definition 
Letter "D" 
The number of substructures t h a t  the buckling determinant i s  
divided into. This includes the s ta r t  and end substructures 
plus the reneat substructures. 
User node number which the Lowest Internal Node Number i n  
S t a r t  Substructure 
lJser node number w h i c h  is  the Highest Internal Node Number i n  
Start Substructure 
User node number which i s  the Lowest Internal Node Number i n  
Repeat Substructure 
User node number which i s  the Highest Internal Node Number i n  
Qepeat Substructure 
User node number w h i c h  i s  the Lowest Internal Node Number in 
End Substructure 
User node number w h i c h  is the Highest Internal Node Number in 
End Substructure 
A substructure is l e f t  undefined by n o t  specifying substructure definition 
node pair. 
Permi ss i b l  e Comhi n a t i  ons 
S t a r t  Substructure On1 y 
S t a r t  and End Substructures Only 
S t a r t ,  Reaeat (one or more) and End Substructures 
I t  i s  recommended t h a t  the start  substructure be larger o f  the 
three substructures for efficiency reasons i n  the determinant 
calculations. Note: See card N for definition of Internal 
Node Number. 
6.13 
Nodal Spring Stiffness 
Columns 
1-1 Letter 'IS" 
3- 5 User Node Number 
11-20 Local w component for node 
21-30 Local 8 component for node 
31-40 Local v component for node 
41-50 Local u component for node 
See Section 2.4 for discussion of sprung nodes. 










Plate Element Offset 
Letter "F" 
User P1 a t e  Number 
Offset zo in the local z direction a t  the starting 
end (y = -b/2) of the plate element, measured positive 
in the positive z direction, from the negative 
surface of the element t o  the grid. 
Offset V,, in the local y direction a t  the starting 
end (.V = -b/2) of the element, measured positive in 
the positive y direction, from the end of the element 
t o  the grid. 
Offset zo a t  the end y = +b/2 of Jhe plate element. 
Measured simi 1 arly t o  OFFl . 
Offset vo a t  the end y = +b/2  of the plate element. 
Measured similarly t o  OFFZ. 
O m i t  this i f  no plate offsets exist. 















7 1 -80 
Plate Definition 
Letter "P" 
User Plate Number 
Plate def ini t ion node I 
Plate def ini t ion node J 
(user numbers) 
Plate element type 
= 1 Flat  Plate 
2 Curved Plate 
Element Offset Switch 
= 0 (blank) No offsets  for  t h i s  plate  
1 Element has offsets  
Number of laminas in element 
Input format f o r  element material properties 
= 0 (blank) P-1 or P-2 cards are used fo r  materials 
1 Material properties are input t h r o u g h  tables.  
property i n p u t  
NZ2 load selection switch 
= 0 (blank) The NZ2 load i s  applied th i s  plate ("affected") 
I This plate  will have an effect ive N Z 2  load o f  ZERO 
Number o f  subdivisions used i n  re la t ive  displacement 
calculation, If  l e f t  blank, the default  number specified 
on Card 5 i s  k e d .  
Input option for  material properties 
= 0 (blank) Engineering constants E l l ,  EZ2, v12,  G12 
are  specified 
Lamina s t ress-s t ra in  Matrix Q i s  specified 1 
Curved Plate Element Radius (see Section 2.2.1) 
6.16 
CARD P-1 P l a t e  Thickness and a ter i a 1 Pro pert i es 
Columns 
1-10 T Thickness o f  lamina 
11-20 E l l  E- modulus f o r  d i r e c t i o n  1 
21-30 E- modulus f o r  d i r e c t i o n  2. need n o t  be e n t e r e d  E:2 
f o r  i s o t r o p i c  laminas.  
31-40 RNUA Poisson ' s  r a t i o ,  U ,  
41-50 r'12 G- modulus 
The s u b s c r i p t  1 denotes  the long i tud ina l  a x i s  and the s u b s c r i p t  




1-10 Thickness o f  lamina 
11-20 Q, element o f  lamina Qij matrix 
21-30 Q, element o f  lamina Qij matrix 
31 -40 Q, element o f  lamina Qi matrix 
41-50 Q,, element o f  lamina Qij matrix 
Plate Lamina Thickness and Qij 
are the elements o f  the stress-strain matrix. 
Qij 
See equation (4.3) of Reference 1. 
6.18 
CARD B Beam Definition 
Columns 
1-1 Letter "B" 
3-5 User Beam Number 
8-1 0 Beam Definition Node {user) 
13-15 Type of Beam 
= 1 General 
2 Rectangular (may be laminated) 
3 Circular (may be laminated) 
18-20 Number o f  layers i f  laminated. c 
25-25 I n p u t  format for  element material properties 
= 0 (blank) B-1 ,  B-2 or 8-3 cards are  usea Tor material 
property input 
1 Material properties are  input through tables 
41-50 Angle between the local v-axis of beam element and the global 
Y-axis (measured clockwise, from the global Y-axis) 
Area o f  beam (Option 1 )  51-60 
Beam element definit ion node must be equivalenced to  a node 
of plate elenlent. 
6.19 
CARD 8-7 General Ream Properties 
Columns 
1-1q 
11 -2Q &-modulus o f  beam element material 
21-3'! Yoment of i ne r t i a  about local v-axis 
31 -4'7 llloment o f  iner t ia  about local z-axis 




Warping constant fo r  beam element abou t  shear center 
Torsion constant of bead or  l i p  about shear center 
v distance measured from the shear center t o  the centroid of 
the beam (pleasured parallel t o  local y a x i s )  
71-80 z distance iiieasured from the shear center t o  the centroid 
of the heam (measured parallel  t o  local z a x i s )  
See Section 2.2.2 for  description o f  local coordinate systeii. 
6.20 
CARD B-2 Rectangular Beam Lamina Thickness and Material Properties 
Col umns 
1-10 Lamina Thickness 
11-20 E-modulus of lamina in longitudinal direction 
21-30 G-modulus o f  lamina material 
31 -40 'rlidth o f  beam element 
If the width of all lamina is the same, then only the width 
for the first lamina need be specified. 
6.21 
6,21 
CARD B-3 Circular Beam Lamina Radius and Material Properties 
Columns 
1-10 Lamina Outer Radius 
11-20 
21-30 G-modulus o f  lamina material 
E-modulus o f  lamina in longitudinal direction 
F o r  a tube element, input the hole as the first lamina with zero E 
and G, 
6.22 
CARD L L a s t  Card of Data Set 
Go1 umns 
1-1 Letter " L I' 
This  card must terminate each data set. 
6.23 
6,2 Use of Equivalent Nodes 
Equivalent nodes are used t o  cause two nodes t o  move together 
structurally, 
nodes must always be made equivalent t o  plate nodes. 
exercised so t h a t  ( 1 )  the use of equivalent nodes does not al ter 
a substructure definition, and ( 2 )  a node t h a t  i s  a l e f t  (right) 
node of an equivalent p a i r  does not  appear as a right ( l e f t )  
node of a subsequent equivalent pair. 
Beam are attached t o  plate elements so beam definition 
Care must be 
See examples below: 
not permi ssabl e permissable 
n1-n2 
2 n 3 3 ~  
6.24 
6-24 


























Next i f  required 
P-1 (or equivalent) All plate  def ini t ion cards 
or (not b o t h )  Repeat for  
P-2 (or equivalent) each lamina 
B 
B-1 A I  1 beam defini t ion cards 
( O m i t  i f  no beams) 
Last card i n  data set 
8-2 (or equivalent) Repeat for 
B-3 (or equivalent) each lamina 
L 
Repeat this order of card stacking f o r  multiple data s e t s ,  
6.25 
6 4  Use o f  Tables 
The program has a t a b l e  i n p u t  o p t i o n  t o  f a c i l i t a t e  the  r e p e t i t i v e  
na ture  o f  the  i n p u t  f o r  the  thicknesses, r a d i i  and m a t e r i a l  p roper t i es  
o f  t h e  p l a t e  and beam elements. 
B-2 o r  B-3 cards. The f i r s t  i t e m  o f  the P-1, P-2, B-2 and B-3 cards 
( lamina thickness o r  lamina r a d i u s )  i s  s p e c i f i e d  on the  T-1 card. 
A l l  o ther  items o f  t he  P-1 , P-2, B-2 and B-3 cards a re  i n p u t  on t h e  
T-2 card. These i tems are t h e  ma te r ia l  p roper t ies ,  E, V ,  G o r  Q, 
f o r  each layer .  
by a user t a b l e  number. I n  a data set, i t  i s  permiss ib le  t o  use bo th  
i n p u t  opt ions f o r  d i f f e r e n t  elements, b u t  t he  same i n p u t  o p t i o n  must 
be used f o r  a l l  l a y e r s  o f  any one element. 
Th is  o p t i o n  replaces the  P-1, P-2, 
Each se t  o f  values on the  T-2 card w i l l  be i d e n t i f i e d  
To use t h i s  t a b l e  input ,  f i r s t  i n p u t  the  proper parameter on columns 
35 and 25 o f  t h e  P and B cards, respec t ive ly .  Then, on subsequent 
cards, one or  more f o r  each element, spec i f y  the  t a b l e  numbers f o r  
element ma te r ia l  p roper t i es  and the  l o c a t i o n s  o f  the thicknesses o r  
r a d i i  on the T-1 card. An example of the  card i s  shown below. 
thickness mater i a 1 
o r  r a d i i  p roper t ies  
The l e f t  and r i g h t  parentheses are  used t o  i n i t i a t e  and terminate t h e  
data f o r  one element. The / i s  used t o  separate the T-1 and T-2 
e n t r i e s .  The numbers t o  t h e  l e f t  of / corresponds t o  t h e  nth e n t r i e s  
o f  t h e  T-1 card. The numbers are  i n p u t  i n  t h e  order o f  t he  layers  
and separated w i t h  commas. If a number i s  omi t ted  between commas, 
the  previous i n t e g e r  i s  used f o r  t h a t  layer .  The numbers o f  commas 
t o  t h e  l e f t  and r i g h t  o f  / must always be equal. 
6.26 
The d a t a  for the example above will be interpreted in the following 
manner, 










The printing of the i n p u t  d a t a  is  coordinated with the description of 
the input in Section 6.1. The items of o u t p u t  t h a t  are produced are 
as follows: 
1 .  
2. 














Cards 5, 6 and 7 
Nodal Data 
Card N 
Substructure Definition Data 
Card D 
Repeat Substructure Interrelationship Data 
Card C .  Node I i s  in the s ta r t  substructure and Node J i s  in 
the repeat substructure. 
Equivalent Node Data 
Card E. Node I is  equivalent t o  Node J. 
Table Data 
Cards T1 and T2 
Element Data 
Cards P ,  P-1 (or equivalent) or P-2 (or equivalent). Each plate 
i s  accompanied by i t s  A-,  B- and D-matrices. The A-matrix represents 
the extensional stiffness of the plate element, while the B- and 
D-matrices are the coupling stiffness and bending stiffness, respec- 
t ive ly .  These matrices are computed w i t h  respect t o  the plate midplane. 
Cards B ,  B-1 ,  8-2 (or equivalent) or B-3 (or equivalent) 
Card F 
The net ZO offsets are measured from the midplane of  the element 
t o  the point t h a t  is  offset to .  
11. Plate Element I n p u t  Offsets 
12, Plate Element Net Offsets 
7.1 
13, Element Transformat ion Data 
The p l a t e  element widths,  the  sines and cosines o f  the  t rans format ion  
angles ( l o c a l  t o  g loba l )  a t  the  d e f i n i t i o n  nodes and the  element 
types are p r i n t e d .  The s i g n  convention f o r  the  angles are  shown 
i n  Figure 5.2 o f  Reference 1. 
i s  the  arc l e n g t h  between nodes. 
14. Element Substructure Assignment Data 
Each element i s  assigned t o  a subst ructure by the f o l l o w i n g  r u l e s :  
a. I f  a l l  nodes are i n  one substructure, then element i s  i n  the 
b. I f  one node i s  i n  the  s t a r t  subst ructure and one node i s  i n  
The p l a t e  w i d t h  f o r  curved elements 
substructure.  
the repeat substructure,  then the element i s  i n  the  repeat 
substructure.  
I f  one node i s  i n  the  repeat subs t ruc ture  and one node i s  i n  
the end substructure,  then the element i s  i n  the end substructure.  
the end substructure,  then the element i s  i n  the end subst ructure,  
c. 
d. I f  one node i s  i n  the s t a r t  subst ructure and one node i s  i n  
'This assignment in fo rmat ion  i s  used i n  the  t o t a l  load c a l c u l a t i o n  
and the r e l a t i v e  displacement ca lcu la t ion .  
The l a s t  node o f  tne panel i s  transformed from i t s  i n i t i a l  p o s i t i o n  
t o  i t s  f i n a l  p o s i t i o n  us ing  t h e  number o f  repeat subst ructures and 
panel inc luded angle. This  i s  suppl ied f o r  user v i s i b i : i t y  o f  the  
prob l  em. 
The f i e l d  l e n g t h  f o r  the buck l ing  c a l c u l a t i o n  i s  exact, whereas t h e  
one f o r  t h e  eigenvector c a l c u l a t i o n  i s  an upper bound t o  the one 
needed. 
15. Curved Panel Transformat ion Check 
16. F i e l d  Length Data 
17. Panel Upper Bound 
18. Buck l ing Load Search H i s t o r y  
The number o f  negat ive elements found on the  diagonal o f  the panel 
m a t r i x  d u r i n g  the  determinant ca lcu la t ion .  
= A" (2  ). 
number o f  negat ive elements ind ica tes  t h e  number o f  eigenvalues 
t h a t  are below the t r i a l  load. 
The b u c k l i n g  determinant 
B There i s  a h i s t o r y  p r i n t e d  f o r  each wave number. The 
7 . 2  
19. Element Loads 
The inplane biaxial loads, I d l l  and N 2 2 9  and the biaxial s t r a ins ,  
E , l  and E z 2  f o r  plate elements are printed here. 
the axial loads and s t ra ins  are printed. The total  loads, axial 
and transverse are  a l s o  included. 
such t h a t  tension i s  (-) and compression is (+>. 
20. Buckling Load Computation Summary 
The c r i t i ca l  wave number among those searched i s  identified.  The 
buckling load for  the f i r s t  element o f  the panel i s  p r i n t e d  for  
each wave number. 
For each i t e r a t ion ,  the eigenvectors fo r  every freedom o f  a l l  
nodes, w i t h  the exception o f  constrained or  sprung nodes, are 
printed along w i t h  the normal izing factors. User should inspect 
these eigenvectors to check on convergence. These values are 
printed w i t h  respect t o  the global coordinates. 
Re 1 a ti ve Di s pl acemen t s  
The element displacements are re la t ive t o  the element local 
coordinate sys tem. 
For beam elements, 




8.0 SAMPLE PROBLE 
The i n p u t ,  o u t p u t  and accompanyinq sketches of four (4)  safnnle 
ornblegs are included i n  this section. The circled items on the 
figures and discussions are user element numbers a n d  the uncircled 
inteyers are user node nunlhers, 
C.1  Example 1: Potpourri I n p u t  Droblen 
The saaPle i n p u t  for this problem i s  presented for this rather  
arbitrarv structure, shown i n  Figure 8.1. This examle i s  incltided 
here t o  i l lust rate  many i n p u t  features o f  BUCLASPZ.  
The to t31  structure i s  ass3med t o  comprise of two more repeat 
substructures t h a n  i s  shown i n  Firture 8.1. p,lode 191 i s  sivmly 
sumorted, node 117 clawed, node 107 sprung,  a n d  nodes 194 and 
113 a r e  free t o  deform. 
offset of  1 inch. @ i s  a three layered circular heap and @ 
i s  a general beam element t h a t  i s  offset '2 inches from the midolanes 
Plates @ and @ are separated by a n  
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8 2  Example 2: C 
This example problem i s  illustrated in Figure 8.2, 
elements @ II @ and @ represent local skin reinforcements and 
the integral stiffeners are idealized with f l a t  plate elements @ 
N l l  critical load i s  sought for a constant transferse NZ2 load of 
200 lbs./in. 
Rectangular beam 
@ , @ and @ The sides of the panel are simply supported. 
This problem could be analyzed as a curved panel with repeated substructures. 





Geometry Midplane Radius = 198" 
Panel Length = 50" 
NZ2= 200 Ibs/in. 
Material Data 
Figure 8.2 Example No. 2 - Curved Stiffened Panel 
8.6 
1 2 1 3  
p 1  1 21.8305271 *2@1442 
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LOIDIMC -- IN-%AWE BIAXIAL 
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W) I E W  
LXAMPLP NO.* CURVED STIFFENCE PANEL 
THIS IS AN EDLTED EXAMPLE OF THE PROGWI OUTPUT. 
8.0 
UCKLINC LOAD ANC G E L A J I V E  C ~ S $ L A C ~ W E N T  
NUMBER OF ITERATX6NS ALLGWEC I N  BUCKLING CALCULATION = 100 
NUMBER OF I T E R A T I O N S  USED IN EICENVECTOIZ CALCULATION = 4 
- NUMBER OF NOCES - 
NUMBER OF F L A T  F L A T E  ELEMENTS = 
NUMBER OF CURVE!: F L A T E  ELEMENTS = 
NUMBER OF BEAM ELEMENTS - 







WAVE NUMBER SEARCH W T I C q  CHWTI = 2 
I N I T I A L  VALUE ck L W G I T U C I N A L  WAVE NUHEER ( M H I )  = I 
FINAL VALUE OF LGNGITUCINAL WAVE NUMEER (MMA) = 3 
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ASSUMING A PROGRAM LENGTH OF OGGGOSOOGO OCTAL 
(EYCLUCI NG BLANK CGMMGNI 
FUi  LOIC CALCULATION THE 
RECOWHENCEC FIELC LENGTH IS O O G G G S l 4 3 O  OCTAL 
FCX EICENVECTCIZ CALCULATION THE 
RECGMMENCEC FIELC LENGTH IS 003CG52314 E T A L  
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E X A W L E  W.2 CURVEC STIFFENEC PANEL 
P A K L  WFER DWNI: = 3.45235+(35 ( E L E Y N T  6 1 
VARIABLE LOAC ON NUMBER Cf NC. BUCKLINC CETERnlNANT tA : :Q+~B)  f C C H Y N T S  
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- AXIAL - 3.503E *04 
TRANSVERSE = 1 .MoE+E)4 
8.21 
LOA€? 
i 590 -3440922 
2 1660 .1603Gl 
3 2485 s235669 
8.22 
LE 
S T I F F X S S  MATRIX BANCUICTH = 9 
1 
6.3592996E+W 
W E  w M T A  V U 
START 2 4.48993oBa-ca 
4 1 
5 6 -5P39149E.Cn 
7 3 *564M531E-i3 
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ITEMTION 
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WICTH = 6.2500 
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8 . 3  Example 3: Advanced Structural Panel 
The ge0rnetr.y and idealization for the panel is shown in Figure 8,3 .  
The user should pay particular attention t o  the signs of the 
radii of curvatures of the curved plate elements. 
58.29 






Panel Length = 40 in. 
Geometry 
Material Properties 
E (Ibs/in2) 10 .5~  1 O6 
V 0.32 
G (Ibs/in2) 3 . 9 7 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
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t Stiffen 1 
contains the p 
t i  tan1 um panel 
The YG axis passes through the midplane of element 0, which i s  
i deal i zed as three bonded 1 ayers , ski n , adhes i ve 
The boron reinforcements, beam elements @ and 
with 15 layers each. The boron reinforcement i s  actually simulated 
w i t h  six layers and the layers are separated by non-structural elements 
t o  retain the correct lamina geometry including the adhesive thicknesses. 
This representation should give the proper stiffnesses for the boron 
reinforcement. 
ith local boron reinforcements on the stiffeners. 
stiffener flange. 
are idealized 
Use i s  made of the f l a t  panel repeat substructure option t o  minimize 
the input and also the computer costs. 
8.33  
.04" .06" 1.35"d 
Boron 
Stiffened Panel (Length = 33.7") 
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9,O PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
This sect ion is a descr ipt ion of the organization and function of the 
various routines included i n  BUCLASPZ. 
9.1 Overlay Structure  
BUCLASPZ cons is t s  of a (0,O) level overlay which a c t s  as  a monitor i n  
se lect ion o f  primary overlays. 
logical s t e p  i n  the analysis.  The overlay s t r u c t u r e  is: 
( 1 )  (0,O) Overlay 
Each primary overlay performs a d i s c r e t e  
( a )  BUCLASP ,O ,O S0337A, Monitor 
( 2 )  Primary Over1 ays 
( a )  B U C L A S P , l Y O  DATAPRO, Reads a l l  user i n p u t  and outputs 
basic job descr ipt ion 
( D )  BUCLASP,2,o LOADING, Generates element s t i f f n e s s  merges 
panel s t i f f n e s s  matrix, controls  ca lcu la t ion  
o f  buckling load and ca lcu la tes  determinant 
of panel stiffness matrix 
DISPLAC, Calculates f o r  buckling load panel 
eigenvector and element r e l a t i v e  displacements 
( c )  BUCLASP,3,0 
9.1 
Main Over lay 0.0 
Program Name: S0337A 
Subrout ines:  ERROR 




I :dain Prog: DATAPKO 
Subrout ines:  RDVLS 
BEAMDF 
U S E R I D  
BLKDEF 
PLTDE F 
TBPO I NT 
NEXTC 
F I N D I N 
CL i4OU E 
RDTBLE 
I BL KNO 
STRPIOV 
Primary Over lay 2.0 
. _ - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Main Prog: LOADING 

























P r i m a r y  Over lay 3.0 
Main Prog: DISPLAC 
Subrout ines : BANDW 
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The program, BUCLASPZ, was validated by running various data sets such 
into two categories: 
n i s  d ~ v ~ d e d  SI1 
a. Functional Tests 
b. Inspection 
Listed below i s  the functional tests and their  characteristics. 






















Data Set Title 
IPC(1) = 0 
IPC(1) = 1 
IPC(2) = 0 
IPC(2) - 1 
IPC(3) = 0 
IPC(3) = 1 
IPC(4) = 0 
IPC(4) = 1 
IPC(5) = 0 
IPC(5) = 1 
IPC(6) = 0 
IPC(6) = 1 
IPC(7) - 0 
IPC(7) = 1 
IPC(8) = 0 
IPC(8) = 1 
JPC(1) = 0 
JPC(1) = 1 
JPC(2) - 0 
JPC(2) = 1 
JPC(3) = 0 
JPC(3) = 1 
JPC(4) = n 
JPC(5) = k 4 < k < 1 0  - 
1 - < n < 100 
Number o f  Nodes 
Number o f  Beams 
Number o f  Flat Plates 






































T-1 var iable 
Curved Panel Option 
= o  
= l  
Curved Panel Angle 
Section Length 
Load o r  Strain Value 
Biax ia l  Ratio 
Load Option 
- 1  
= 2  
1 3  
= I  
- 2  
= 3  
= 4  
Loop Star t  Value 
Loop End Value 
Lower L im i t  f o r  Root Search 
Upper L imi t  f o r  R o o t  Search 
Default Number o f  Subdivision - blank 
- n  
Lower Bound Load 
Upper Bound Load 
Wave Number Option 




























e 6 0  
1-2 vari ab1 e Materi a1 Table 



















User Node Number 
Nodal Boundary Condition 
= blank 
= 1  
2 2  
= 3  
= 4  














Letter 'ID" F-1 
Number o f  Substructures F- 1 
Substructure Node Pairs 
Start Only F-1 
Start and End Only F-38 
Start, Repeat and End F-22 
Letter "S" 




































Letter  P 




= 1 F l a t  
= 2 Curved 
Element Offset 
= 0 No 
= 1 Yes 
Number o f  Larni nas 
Input Mode 
= 0 P-1, or P-2 card - 1 Table 
N22 Load Switch 
. = 0 affected 
= 1 not affected 
Number of  Subdivisions 
Type o f  Material Properties - 0 Engineering Constants - 1 Q matr ix  






























































User Beam ID 
Beam Node 
Type o f  Beam 
= 1  
= 2  
= 3  
Number o f  Layers 
Input Mode 
= 0 B-1, 6-2 or 8-3 card 





Moment About Local y-axis 
Moment About Local z-axis 
Warpi ng Cons tan t 
Torsi on Cons tan t 
Y o f fse t  
2 o f fse t  
. 
Thickness 
































10.1 c d 





G-modu 1 us 





















1. F l a t  Panel a t  90" SS - Free 
2 .  buckl ing  and e igenvec to r  s o l u t i o n  
3. i'l0PT = 2 
4. F l a t  P l a t e s  w i t h  
a .  l e f t  node reduced o u t  
b. both nodes i n t e r i o r  
c .  r i g h t  node reduced o u t  
5. Inpu t  try P-1 c a r d s  
6. Simply-supported node 
1.  F l a t  Panel a t  90" C - Free 
2. Clamped node 
3. Free node 
7 .  F l a t  Panel a t  0" angle  SS - Free 
1. F l a t  Panel a t  0" angle  C - Free 
1 .  Panel a t  a n g l e  (nQn-OrthOgQnal) SS - Free B.C. 
1.  Panel a t  ang le  (non-orthogonal)  C - Free B.C. 
1. F l a t  p l a t e  w i t h  non-zero B matrix 
1. Curved panel a t  angle  (1) 
1. Curved panel a t  ang le  ( 2 )  
1. Repeat Block Curved Panel 
1. ti, 'I varying 
2. N221 Input  
10 .8  







1. N1, Varying 
2. NZzI Input 
3.  F i r s t  P late Affected 
4. Jth Plate Not Affected 
1. Nl Varying 
2. N221 Input  
3. F i r s t  P late Not AFfected 
4. Jth Plate Affected 
1. Nl Varying 
2. N221 Input 
3. F i r s t  P late Not Affected 
4. Jth Plate Not Affected 
1. B iax ia l  Rat io 
2. F i r s t  P late AFfected 
3. Jth Plate Affected 
1. B iax ia l  Rat io  
2. F i r s t  P late Affected 
3. Jth Plate Not Affected . 
1. B iax ia l  Rat io  
2. F i r s t  P la te  Not Affected 
3. Jth Plate Affected 
10.9 










1. B iax ia l  Rat io 
2. F i r s t  Plate Not Affected 
3 ,  dth Plate Not Affected 
1 NZ2 Varying 
2. EPS 11 Input 
3. F i r s t  Plate Affected 
4. &Ith Plate Affected 
1. NZZ Varying 
2. EPS 11 Input 
3. F i r s t  Plate Not Affected 
4. Jth Plate Af fected 
1. Mix o f  Curved and F l a t  Plates 
1. Offsets on Plates 
2. Block In te r re la t ionsh ip  Node Pairs 
3. Plates w i th  D i f f e ren t  A, B L D Matrices 
1. Rectangular Beam wi th  2 Layers 
2. Angle of Beam i s  Non-Trivial 
1 . Rectangular Beam w i t h  1 Lamina 
1. General Beam Element 








2. Rectangular Beam w i th  15 Layers 
3, S i m i l a r  Plates wi th  D i f fe ren t  Boundary Conditions 
4. S i m i l a r  Plates with Same Boundary Conditions 
w i th  Di f ferent Widths 
5. Non-Neglected Plate Element w i th  Non-Interior 
Node 
1. 
2. NZ2 Varying 
3. Non-Zero Nl Side Load Input 
F l a t  Plate w i th  Zero B-Mat r i x  
1. 
2. Nl Varying 
F l a t  Plate w i th  Zero B-Matr ix  
1. Curved Plate w i th  Non-Zero 6-Matrix 
2. Non-Zero NI1 Side Load Input 
3. NZ2 Varying 
1. Curved Plate w i th  Non-Zero 6-Matrix 
2. Non-Zero N22 Side Load Input 
3.  Nl Varying 
1 . Determinant Always Posi t ive 




Curved Elements w i th  Zero B-Matrix and D i f fe ren t  
Radi i 
Simi lar  Plates w i th  Same Boundary Conditions 
with Same Widths 
Simi lar  Plates wi th  Same Boundary Conditions wi th  

















th Zero 8-Matrix, 
Varying 
Mu1 t i p l e  Root Searching 
NZ2 Varying, Nll Input Case wi th  Some 
Unaffected Elements. M P T  = 3 Used and 
Buckling Only Option Used 
F l a t  Plate w i th  B i j  # 0 w i th  Input Upper Bound 
and MQPT = 1. Qij o f  One Plate Input w i th  P-2 
Card, Qij o f  Another Plate Input wi th  Table and 
Card. E, v Input by Table, JPC(5) - 6; 
Default Subdivisions = 10; One Element Set = 5 
Two Ident ica l  Plates wi th  D i f fe ren t  Spring 
Stiffnesses a t  the Same Sprung Sides Going 
Through the Upper Bound Calculations. Only 
Star t  and End Substructures are Used f o r  This 
Problem. 
One Beam i s  Ci rcu lar  wi th  One Layer, the Other 
i s  a General Beam wi th  Offsets. The Ci rcu lar  
Beam i s  Input w i th  Table. MgPT - 4 i s  Used. 
Two Laminated Plates with Same Loads and Radii, 
But wi th  D i f f e ren t  Widths. These Plates are 
Not Considered Ident ical  From the St i f fness 
S tandpoi n t . 



















1. Too Many kams 
1. Too Many Plates 
1 .  Bad Equivalent Node Data 
2. Equivalent Nodes with D i f fe ren t  tjouncary Conditions 
1 .  Bad I n t e r r e l a t i o n  Node Data 
1 .  Too Many Values in M - L i s t  
1. No L Card 
1 .  Non-Element Data Out o f  Order 
1. Too Many Nodal Spring Stiffnesses 
1. Too Many Plate Offsets 
1. Too Many In te r re la t ionship  Node Pairs 
1. Too Many Equivalent Node Pairs 
1. Sad Table Input 
1. Incorrect  Number of Nodes Input 
1. Bad Thickness Table 
1. Too Many P Cards 
1. Too Many B Cards Input 


















1 ,  
1 .  
I .  
1 ,  
1. 
1. 
1 ,  
1. 
1 .  






I n v a l i d  Wave Number Search Option 
Too Many N Cards 
I l l e g a l  Boundary Condi t ion  
iJrong Number of S p r i n g  S t i f f n e s s e s  I n p u t  
Bad User ID on Nodal S t i f f n e s s  Set 
Bad User ID i n  I n t e r r e l a t i o n s h  p Data 
Bad User ID i n  E q u i v a l e n t  Node Data 
Bad User ID i n  Substructure O e f i n i  t i o n  
I n c o r r e c t  Number o f  S u b s t r u c t u r e  Def inf  t i o n  
Node P a i r s  I n p u t  
S u b s t r u c t u r e  D e f t n i t S o n  Node P a i r  O u t  of Order 
I n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p  Between Blocks Inval i d  
I n v a l i d  Node Used on P l a t e  
I n v a l i d  Node on  Beam D e f i n i t i o n  
I n c o r r e c t  Number of P l a t e s  I n p u t  
I n c o r r e c t  Number of Beams I n p u t  
Node i n  S ta r t  S u b s t r u c t u r e  w i t h  Attachment to  
Element to  Repeat ,  But  Not P a r t  of a Connect ion 




















1. Panel wi th  2 Substructure, But No End Sub- 
structure 
1. Boundary Condition on Beam Node 
1. Beam Node Which i s  Not Equivalenced 
1. Element w i th  Nodes i n  S t a r t  and End Sub- 
structure 
1. IPC(1) = 1 
1. IPC(2) = 1 
1. IPC(3) = 1 
1. IPC(4) = 1 
1. IPC(5) = 1 
1 ,  IPC(6) = 1 
1, IPC(7) = 1 
1. IPC(8) = 1 
1. JPC(4) = n < 100 and # 0 
1. Duplicate User ID on Nodes 
2. Duplicate User I D  on Beams 
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